DuoSafe sideguards
The DuoSafe sideguards guarantee a flexible fall prevention of the patient.
By means of the integrated controls, both the patient and the nursing staff
can activate the bed functions.

PRIME
Bed panel with a unique
handle
The vertical handles make it possible
to have a better grip when moving the
bed or activating the bed functions. The
hands of the nursing staff are protected
while moving the bed.
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MOBILITY SUPPORT

COMFORTING DESIGN

The ergonomic side panel offers the patient the necessary
support when he wants to get up or walk around the bed.
Thanks to the strategic position of the high-low button, the
mattress platform can be lifted while the patient holds on the
sideguards. To limit the risk of getting stuck, there is no gap
between the bed and DuoSafe.

Comfort and rest improve the patient’s mental condition and
speed up the recovery process. Thanks to the openings in the
DuoSafe sideguards, the patient can look aside when he is
lying in bed. This visual contact with the environment is
widely considered comforting.
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Keypads DuoSafe

Safety first
The keypads of the DuoSafe sideguards are equipped with an indicator that
immediately shows you whether the bed is in a safe position or not.

KEYPAD - NURSING
All functions within reach
Nurse keypad R

Situated on the outside of the DuoSafe
sideguards, the nurse control panel
is more tactile than ever before. It is
equipped with all functions to put the
patient in the desired seating, lying or
reading position. Additional functions
make it possible for the nursing staff to
lock the bed functions and to check the
bed position and battery status in the
blink of an eye.

KEYPAD - PATIENT STANDARD
Intuitive and within easy reach
The patient panel with integrated
background lighting makes it possible to
activate the bed functions by means of
a touch panel that is within easy reach.
The position of the patient buttons makes
it possible to activate the bed functions
while lying, sitting or getting up.

SAFE BED POSITION
Green light

-R-

PThe bed is in its lowest position
PSideguards in the highest position (option)
PCentral brake is activated (option)

UNSAFE BED POSITION
Red light

OThe bed is not in its lowest position
OSideguards not in the highest position (option)
OCentral brake is not activated (option)

Patient keypad smart R

KEYPAD - PATIENT SMART
Patient empowerment
The intelligent version of the patient panel
adds some extra functions to the standard
version, such as the activation of room
facilities and the possibility to connect to
the nurse call system.

HIDDEN LEVER

with focus on ergonomics
The DuoSafe sideguards can be activated very fluently and easily with
only one hand. The ergonomic grip has been hidden in the design
itself. Thanks to this, no parts stick out of the sideguards.
The DuoSafe sideguards are equipped with a special damping
mechanism. The movement downwards is slowed down, which
increases the patient’s comfort and avoids any disturbing noises while
resting.

The background lighting increases the patient’s self-reliance at night.
The function buttons illuminate when touched.
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User-friendly design

Bed panels

The DuoSafe sideguards and Prime panels meet the needs of the users. In
this respect, a clever design and a durable use of materials is of the utmost
importance.

Our bed structure makes it possible to choose from different bed panel
types. Each panel is characterised by its clear lines and keen eye for detail.

SUPERIOR FUNCTIONALITY
Two multifunctional hooks on both sides of the DuoSafe
sideguards make it possible to install and use accessories
fast and easily. Two integrated inclination indicators show
the inclination level of both the backrest and the mattress
platform. The bed bumpers can be equipped with optional
cases for the manual control or accessories.

ATMOSPHÈRE
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Type 2: Jaro
















Type 3: Prime

EASY TO CLEAN

CENTRAL LOCKING MECHANISM

Thanks to their clever design and smooth synthetic surface,
the DuoSafe sideguards can be cleaned very fast and easily.
The built-in keypads constitute no obstacle.

The central locking mechanism in the middle of the Prime
panel makes it possible to remove or put back the bed
panel fast and easily.



: Possible



: Not possible

REMOVABLE PANEL
All head and foot panels can be easily removed without
needing any tools. The removed synthetic Prime panel can
stand independently on the ground without any problems.
The decorative strips on the Prime panels and DuoSafe
sideguards are standard available in two colours.

B048 bleu oslo

149 gris paloma

CPR

